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The short pulse x-ray imaging and microscopy beamline is one of the two x-ray beamlines that will
take full advantage of the short pulse x-ray source in the Advanced Photon Source (APS) upgrade.
A horizontally diffracting double crystal monochromator which includes a sagittally focusing sec-
ond crystal will collect most of the photons generated when the chirped electron beam traverses the
undulator. A Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system after the monochromator will deliver to the sample
a beam which has an approximately linear correlation between time and vertical beam angle. The
correlation at the sample position has a slope of 0.052 ps/μrad extending over an angular range of
800 μrad for a cavity deflection voltage of 2 MV. The expected time resolution of the whole system
is 2.6 ps. The total flux expected at the sample position at 10 keV with a 0.9 eV energy resolu-
tion is 5.7 × 1012 photons/s at a spot having horizontal and vertical full width at half maximum of
33 μm horizontal by 14 μm vertical. This new beamline will enable novel time-dispersed diffraction
experiments on small samples using the full repetition rate of the APS. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4804197]

I. INTRODUCTION

A significant upgrade of the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) at Argonne National Laboratory is planned to oc-
cur during 2013–2020. Part of this upgrade includes the
short pulse x-ray (SPX) source; the implementation of the
deflecting-cavity scheme proposed by Zholents et al.1 for
the production of intense, tunable, few-picosecond x-ray
pulses with high repetition rates. The experimental facilities
associated with the SPX source will combine picosecond tem-
poral resolution with atomic-scale structural precision, ele-
mental and chemical specificity, and nanoscale spatial reso-
lution to enable an understanding of the relationship between
structure and function in complex systems. Dynamical pro-
cesses are typically initiated with optical laser pulses, which
can be used to generate radiation from the terahertz through
the extreme ultraviolet for excitation of electronic states and
lattice degrees of freedom. Such excitations can drive systems
through phase transitions (e.g., melting, ferroic, and super-
conducting transitions) and can create metastable states not
present in thermal equilibrium. The excitation can also take
the form of pulsed electric fields applied to devices or of op-
tically induced mechanical transients.

The SPX Facility is designed to take advantage of the
unique features of the SPX source, the most important of
which is the production of short-duration x-ray pulses at the
full 6.5 MHz repetition rate of the APS. The high average x-
ray flux is conveniently parceled in bunches of 104–106 x-rays
photons in each ps-duration pulse. Instruments using the SPX
source offer the opportunity to probe dynamics on an atomic
length-scale via diffraction, with minimal x-ray induced per-
turbation of the system. The photon energy and x-ray spot
size can be readily and independently chosen for specific ex-
periments at the beamlines within the SPX Facility. The ad-

vantageous timing structure of the APS storage ring makes
it straightforward to select a variable experimental repetition
rate as required for different systems. For example, the combi-
nation of the short pulse duration of the SPX source combined
with the high repetition rate of the APS will be particularly
valuable for the study of high-frequency nanoscale devices
operating at frequencies approaching 1 THz.

The SPX Facility consists of three independent beam-
lines: SPXSS (Short Pulse X-ray Scattering and Spec-
troscopy); SPXIM (Short Pulse X-ray Imaging and Mi-
croscopy); and the SPSXS (Short Pulse X-ray Soft X-ray
Spectroscopy). These three beamlines are located between
the two rf deflection cavities1, 2 that provide chirped electron
pulses. The propagation of the APS storage ring’s electron
beam through the cavities imposes a correlation between the
longitudinal position of an electron in the bunch and its ver-
tical momentum. The x-ray radiation emitted during the elec-
tron propagation through an undulator or bending magnet pre-
serves the correlation and a short pulse can be selected out
simply with a pair of slits. The SPXIM beamline described in
this paper is unique in that it will also allow the capture and
refocusing of the entire vertical fan of radiation to provide
time-dispersed capabilities with few-picosecond resolution.

The principal goal of the short pulse x-ray imaging and
microscopy beamline is to provide picosecond-duration, high-
repetition-rate pulses of tunable, polarized x-ray radiation for
imaging and microscopy experiments in condensed matter
physics and materials science. The picosecond time scale has
unique importance because it is an excellent match for struc-
tural dynamics in nanoscale systems. These areas are of tech-
nological relevance as well as of fundamental interest. The
facilities described here will enable ground-breaking experi-
ments in a range of scientific problems. Scattering, imaging,
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and spectroscopy probes will be particularly valuable in five
areas:

1. Dynamics in ferroic materials. In nanomagnetic, fer-
roelectric, and multiferroic systems the competition of
multiple long-range order parameters leads to new op-
portunities to manipulate remnant electrical polarization
and magnetic order, and to drive materials into structural
states far from equilibrium.3–5

2. High-frequency materials and devices. Structural phe-
nomena have a large impact on optical and mechanical
properties in the 10 GHz–1 THz range, but the detailed
origins of these phenomena are only beginning to be un-
derstood and exploited.6–8

3. Thermal and atomic transport at interfaces. Many crit-
ical processes in the transport of heat across inter-
faces and the motion of solid-liquid interfaces occur
at timescales that have previously been inaccessible to
precise structural probes based on x-ray diffraction and
scattering.9–11

4. Dynamics of fundamental excitations. The structural
features associated with the fundamental excitations of
solids and the cascade of energy between these excita-
tions are presently difficult to probe because appropriate
time-resolved structural techniques do not exist.12, 13

5. Picosecond imaging. The SPX facilities provide the ca-
pability to form picosecond duration images of ultrafast
processes and, via the divergence of the SPX source,
single-shot images of long-length-scale 1D phenomena
including the dynamics of fluid jets and fluid-interface
interactions.14, 15

The SPXIM beamline uses x-ray radiation produced by
a hard x-ray insertion device (ID) and consists of two end
stations; one that uses the full vertical fan to enable novel
time-dispersed diffraction capabilities and to record a time
history of 70 ps with few-ps resolution; and a second one
that houses a zone-plate-based microscope capable of focus-
ing the monochromatic radiation to approximately 100 nm.
The SPX Facility will be equipped with high-power and high-
repetition rate femtosecond lasers, similar to those already
existing at the Advanced Photon Source16 that will deliver
beams to the SPXIM and SPXSS beamlines. This paper de-
scribes the source, x-ray optics, and expected performance of
the SPXIM beamline relevant to the time-dispersed diffrac-
tion experiments.

II. SOURCE

The SPXIM beamline will be located on the 6-ID port
at the APS. Its main operation range will be between 7 and
14 keV, but the beamline is designed to cover the energy range
between 4.6 and 24.9 keV. To optimize the flux in the full en-
ergy range, a 2.1-m-long revolver undulator with 27 mm and
30 mm periods was selected. As shown in Fig. 1, the 27 mm
period device gives continuous tuning over the entire energy
range in the first harmonic, and the 30 mm period provides
enhanced flux below 7 keV in the first harmonic and above
13 keV in the third harmonic.
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FIG. 1. Total flux emitted in the central cone by the 2.1 m long revolver
undulator in the first (solid line) and third harmonic (dashed line) when using
the 3 cm period device and emitted in the first harmonic (dotted-dashed line)
by the 2.7 cm device. The current in the storage ring is 150 mA.

The simulations described below consider the propaga-
tion of the radiation emitted by a chirped electron pulse pass-
ing through the 2.7 cm period undulator. The calculations as-
sume that the gap of the undulator is tuned to emit 10 keV on
axis. The undulator is located 1.2 m downstream of the cen-
ter of the 6 ID straight section. The statistical representation
of the radiation was obtained in four steps. In the first step,
the accelerator simulation code ELEGANT17 is used to deter-
mine the equilibrium properties of 106 electrons at the center
of the undulator, sampling the horizontal and vertical phase
space as well as time (position along the electron bunch). The
electron energy spread (<0.1%) is not included in the simu-
lations since its contribution to the spectra-angular distribu-
tion is much smaller than the contribution due to the number
of periods in the undulator. In the second step, the angular
distribution of the undulator radiation from a single electron
was obtained using the SPECTRA code18 over a wide angu-
lar range that includes the first harmonic radiation, which is
emitted in the forward direction (“central cone”), as well as
the radiation emitted (also at 10 keV) in a concentric ring
centered around the central cone.19 Since the SPECTRA code
does not generate the size of the photon beam due to a sin-
gle electron, the third step involves a statistical sampling of
the size of the central cone and that of the second harmonic
(SH) ring at the center of the insertion device. For the cen-
tral cone we assumed a Gaussian distribution for the size with
a RMS value20 of σ = √

2λL/2π = 3.6 μm, where λ is the
wavelength and L is the undulator length. Based on the deriva-
tion in the Appendix, we used for the size distribution of the
second harmonic radiation a Gaussian with a RMS value of
σ/(2

√
N ) = 0.2 μm, where N is the number of undulator pe-

riods. In the fourth step, the electron distribution is convoluted
with the statistical sampling of the undulator radiation calcu-
lated in steps two and three. Twenty-four-bunch mode with a
41 ps RMS electron bunch length was assumed in the ELE-
GANT calculation.

Figure 2 shows the correlation between time and the
vertical angle of the radiation emitted at 10 keV over the
full horizontal fan of almost 200 μrad. We have chosen a
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FIG. 2. Log (base 10) of the number of rays as a function of time and vertical
angle when accepting the full horizontal fan (see text).

logarithm representation of the 106 rays in the figure to il-
lustrate the correlation and show the significant variation in
the number of rays displayed. Figure 3 shows the same cor-
relation when the horizontal acceptance is limited to 50 μrad,
which contains 25% less rays than Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 3 and
less clearly in Fig. 2, there are three bands. The central one
corresponds to the radiation emitted by the undulator in the
first harmonic, whereas the other two bands correspond to the
off-axis radiation due to the second harmonic, nominally at
20 keV, which is red shifted in energy to 10 keV at an angle
equal to ±γ −1

√
1 + k2/2 = ±96 μrad.19 Evidently, the rays

not accepted by the horizontal aperture are mostly those in the
second harmonic ring. The fraction of lost rays is in agree-
ment with the ratio between the integrated intensity of the SH
and the integrated intensity of the central cone obtained using
the angular distribution of the single electron emission given
by SPECTRA.

Figure 3 demonstrates that the correlation between time
(t) and vertical angle is almost linear for the first and sec-
ond harmonic radiation over approximately ±200 μrad and
|t| <40 ps with a slope of 0.18 ps/μrad. The time resolution
in the limit of zero divergence for the radiation emitted in
the central cone is determined by the properties of the elec-
tron beam and the divergence of the photon beam. Its value,
2.6 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM), is obtained from
a narrow angular range around zero μrad in the trace repre-
senting the central cone radiation in Fig. 3. However, it should
be pointed out that the presence of the SH means a time res-
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FIG. 3. Log (base 10) of number of rays as a function of time and vertical
angle when accepting 50 μrad horizontally.
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olution degradation since these photons arrive at ±96 μrad
× 0.18 ps/μrad= ±17 ps for the same vertical angle. Another
factor deteriorating the time resolution is the fraction of rays
with |t| > 40 ps in the ±200 μrad vertical angle range, due to
the electrons in the “back-chirped” pulse. Their effect is rela-
tively small since their flux is less than 0.1% of the flux in the
±200 μrad and |t| < 40 ps window.

The linear dependence between time and vertical angle
was used to separate the rays of the first and second harmonic
radiation over the ±200 μrad vertical angle range. The rays
belonging to each band were then propagated (using basic
ray-tracing) as a function of the longitudinal position relative
to the center of the insertion device. Figure 4 shows the stan-
dard deviation (SD) of the vertical size of the electron beam
and that of the three bands of the photon beam as a func-
tion of the longitudinal position. Each one of the traces in

the figure was fitted with
√

((x − x0)σ ′)2 + σ 2
0 , where x is the

longitudinal position, σ ′ is the divergence, σ 0 and x0 are the
waist and its position. The fits yield 13.5 μm, 14.4 μm, and
14.1 μm for the waist of the electron beam, the central cone,
and the two bands due to the second harmonic radiation, re-
spectively. The waist position of the central cone and the elec-
tron coincide at 0.76 m, whereas the waist position of the early
SH radiation is a few mm upstream and that of the late SH ra-
diation is a few mm downstream. We note that the waist of the
central cone is also at 14.1 μm when the convolution is done
assuming no size for the central cone. The calculation of the
horizontal SD yields 272 μm, which is equal to the horizon-
tal SD of the electron beam located at the center of the 6 ID
straight section.

In general, it should be pointed out that the source posi-
tion and size of the central cone of the undulator radiation de-
pend on the position of the electron beam waist. Furthermore,
the source position could vary as a function of the photon en-
ergy when the waists of the single electron emission and the
waist of the electron beam do not coincide and are comparable
in size.21

Figure 5 shows the number of rays as a function of time
and vertical coordinate at the position of the photon beam
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FIG. 5. Log (base 10) of the number of rays as a function of time and vertical
position at 0.76 m downstream from the center of the undulator; i.e., where
the radiation has its vertical waist.

vertical waist, i.e., at 0.76 m downstream from the center of
the undulator. As in Figs. 2 and 3, we have chosen a logarith-
mic representation for the number of rays to show the three
bands and the significant difference in the number of rays in
the first and second harmonic. Figure 5 demonstrates that the
centers of the second harmonic contributions are separated
vertically from the center of the first harmonic radiation by
±96 μrad × 0.76 m = ±73 μm with very little overlap. This
important result means that a slit located at an image plane of
the vertical waist will significantly reduce the radiation of the
second harmonic which arrives at ±17 ps for the same vertical
angle.

III. OPTICAL LAYOUT

Figure 6 shows the x-ray optical layout of the SPXIM
beamline. Table I summarizes the position of the optical el-
ements relative to the center of the straight section. A set of
white beam slits specially designed to accept the full vertical
beam (≈ −0.8 mrad) will be placed at 32 m from the center
of the straight section.

A double-crystal monochromator (DCM) with cryogeni-
cally cooled Si〈111〉 and Si〈220〉 crystals will be located
downstream of the white beam slits. A similar monochroma-

TABLE I. Position of the optical elements relative to the straight section
center.

Position
Element (mm) Note

Undulator center 1200
White beam slits 32 000 Up to 25 mm (V) × 3 mm (H)
Double crystal 35 000 Horizontally diffracting
Monochromator Second crystal sagittally focusing
Timing slits 54 000
Elliptical cylinder 57 000 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder 57 700 Vertical focusing
Sample 60 000 At 6-circle diffractometer

tor is currently in use at beamline 12-ID at the APS. The
diffraction plane is horizontal and the monochromator will
have a 0.86 m horizontal offset. It will provide monochro-
matic x-rays with an energy resolution �E/E of ≈1 × 10−4

with Si〈220〉. The design of the similar monochromator at
station 12-ID allows it to cover the photon energy range
from 7.2 to 14 keV with Si〈220〉 crystals. The design of the
monochromator takes into consideration the energy range re-
quired for experiments and the details of the mechanical ben-
der. The second crystal of the SPXIM monochromator will
have a sagittal bender that enables vertical focusing of the full
SPX vertical fan with approximately a 2:1 demagnification.
Two different crystal orientations will be outfitted to extend
the range of photon energies. Energies below 7 keV will be
reached using Si〈111〉 crystals and energies up to 24.9 keV
will use Si〈333〉 reflections. The lower energy range will be
useful in accessing a wide range of elemental edges for reso-
nant scattering, e.g., the Fe K-edge relevant to some multifer-
roic materials. Higher energies achieved with Si〈333〉 allow
higher wavevector coverage and shorter x-ray pulses.2 Two Si
flats crystals 〈111〉 and 〈220〉 will also be included to bypass
the bender for imaging experiments that require preservation
of the original time-angle correlation.14

The timing slit is located at the vertical focus gener-
ated by the sagittally bent monochromator second crystal. As
shown in the ray tracings results presented in Sec. IV, a 25 μm
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FIG. 6. Optical layout of the SPXIM beamline.
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slit allows to filter out the second harmonic photons which
have a shifted time-vertical divergence correlation relative to
the first harmonic (see Fig. 3).

The first element of the Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) pair22 is
the horizontally focusing elliptical cylinder that demagnifies
the beam along the horizontal direction by a factor of 19. The
second mirror of the pair is also an elliptical cylinder imaging
the (vertical) slit at the sample position with a demagnification
of 1.6. Both mirrors are 0.5-m-long Si substrates dynamically
bent and able to operate at angles of incidence optimized for
higher order suppression. The KB system will accept most of
the horizontal and vertical fans when operating at a grazing
angle of 6 mrad. The geometrical acceptance of the KB sys-
tem will decrease to 33% when operated at the smallest angle
of grazing incidence required at 25 keV, ≈3 mrad with a Pt
coating.

IV. RAY TRACINGS

The ray tracings described below were performed with
the SHADOW code.23, 24 The source used in the ray tracings
consisted of the 106 rays mentioned in Sec. II having a con-
tinuous distribution of photon energies between 9.995 and
10.005 keV. An aperture 32 m downstream of the source was
set to accept 50 μrad × 400 μrad (horizontal × vertical).

The first optical element is a horizontally diffracting
Si〈220〉 crystal tuned to 10 keV. The second crystal in the
double crystal monochromator is also a Si〈220〉 crystal. This
crystal is sagittally bent (to a radius of 7.6 m) to focus the
10 keV beam along the vertical direction at the slit. The slit is
positioned at a distance of 54 m from the center of the straight
section. The vertical demagnification is approximately 2:1;
not the conventional 3:1 used when a sagittal crystal is used
to focus a beam with a larger divergence.25 The left axis in
Fig. 7 shows the intensity as function of the incident energy
obtained using SHADOW for two cases: (i) after a flat crys-
tal followed by the sagittally bent crystal and (ii) after the flat
crystal followed by a second flat crystal instead of the sagit-
tally bent one. As seen in the figure, the results for the two
cases are practically identical; i.e., neither the energy resolu-
tion nor the total intensity is affected by the use of the sagittal
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cylinder. Figure 7 also compares the resolution obtained using
SHADOW with the absolute reflectivity (right axis) after two
Si〈220〉 p reflections of a collimated beam. The FWHM with
collimated light is 0.49 eV, half the value obtained from the
SHADOW results since the latter includes the broadening of
the energy resolution due to horizontal divergence.

The photon flux density at the slit plane is presented
in Fig. 8. The flux density was obtained from the ray trac-
ings taking into account the flux emitted by the undula-
tor at 10 keV and the transmission of the DCM when
using the Si〈220〉 crystals. The peak flux density is 3.8
× 108 photons/s/μm2 at a spot with horizontal and vertical
SD values of 0.622 mm and 10 μm, respectively. The total
flux is almost 1013 photons/s. The histograms in the figure
show the intensity distribution along the horizontal and verti-
cal directions. The flux density due to the second harmonic is
not clearly seen in the figure but its contribution, which totals
less than 4% of the total flux, is visible beyond ≈±25 μm in
the vertical histogram.

The correlation between time and vertical divergence at
the sample position with a fully open slit showing the second

FIG. 9. Log (base 10) of the intensity at the sample position as a function
of time and vertical angle. Upper trace (centered around 0 ps): With fully
opened vertical slit; lower trace (shifted by −70 ps to make it visible in the
figure) after a 25 μm slit.
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FIG. 10. Flux density (scale in units of photons/s/μm2) at the sample po-
sition at the energy resolution of the Si〈220〉 DCM. The caption above the
figure as in Fig. 8.

harmonic contributions at earlier and later times is seen in the
trace centered at 0 ps in Fig. 9. The lower trace (shifted by
−70 ps) demonstrates that a 25 μm slit completely removes
the contribution due to the second harmonic. Not visible in
the traces is the contribution due to the back chirped pulse
accepted by the beamline since its total contribution at the
sample position is less than 0.1%. Figure 9 also shows that
the expected total vertical divergence at the sample position
is slightly asymmetrical and 1.3 mrad wide. In addition, the
figure demonstrates that the time vertical divergence cor-
relation at the sample is almost linear between −200 and
600 μrad with a slope equal to 0.052 ps/μrad. From a linear
region in the time vertical divergence correlation, one obtains
that the time resolution at the sample position in a limit of zero
divergence has a FWHM of 2.6 ps, equal to the value obtained
in Sec. II. The time resolution due to the pixel size assum-
ing a gated intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) imag-
ing fluorescence from a single crystal phosphor with a 13 μm
square pixels located at 2 m from the sample is 0.052 ps/μrad
× 13 μm/2 m = 0.34 ps/pixel. Adding this in quadrature with
the time resolution in the limit of zero divergence yields an
overall time resolution per pixel of 2.6 ps.

The photon flux density at the sample position includ-
ing the geometrical and reflectivity losses of the KB mirrors
at an angle of 6 mrad and RMS slope errors of 1 μrad is
shown in Fig. 10. The total flux expected at the sample is 5.7
× 1012 photons/s at a spot having horizontal and vertical SD
of 14 μm and 6 μm, respectively. RMS slope errors of 0.5
μrad will lower these values to 13 μm and 4.5 μm (horizon-
tal × vertical). The FWHM of the horizontal divergence at the
sample is ≈0.5 mrad.

V. CONCLUSION

The APS upgrade which includes machine improve-
ments, the SPX Source and Facility, several new beamlines,
and beamline upgrades has been reviewed and expects ap-
proval from the Department of Energy of Critical Decision-2

(CD-2). The SPXIM beamline is designed based on existing
technologies and should provide high flux (≈6 × 1012 pho-
tons/s) and a small spot size at the sample over the energy
range 5–14 keV. Its uniqueness will be the delivery to the sam-
ple of high-repetition-rate pulses of tunable, polarized x-ray
radiation with a linear correlation between time and vertical
divergence with a 2.6 ps time resolution.
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APPENDIX: BEAM SIZES

In addition to the emission of the fundamental wave-
length, λ, in the forward direction, an undulator also emits the
same wavelength in concentric rings at a half angle θ l, where

θl = 1

γ

√
l

(
1 + K2

2

)
. (A1)

Equation (A1) corresponds to the red-shifted (l + 1)th har-
monic radiation, where γ is the electron energy in units of
its rest mass energy and K is the undulator parameter. For
l = 1, θ l is roughly 2

√
N times larger than the RMS angle of

the fundamental emission in the forward direction, σ ′, where
N is the number of undulator periods.19 The width of the ring,
�θ l, is smaller than σ ′ by approximately the same factor.19

Thus,

θl ≈ 4N �θl 	 �θl. (A2)

The source spatial distribution can be determined by Fourier
transformation if the electric field Ẽ is known in angular rep-
resentation. In a simplified model, one can assume that the
angular distribution of the electric field is given by

Ẽ( 
φ ) ∝ exp

[
− (| 
φ| − θl)2

�θl
2

]
, (A3)

where 
φ is a two dimensional angle vector. In spatial coordi-
nates, the electric field is given by

E(
x) ∝
∫

Ẽ( 
φ ) exp[ik 
φ · 
x] d2 
φ. (A4)

Using the polar coordinates of the angular variables, one
obtains

E(
x) ∝
∫ π

−π

∫ ∞

0
Ẽ( 
φ ) exp[ik 
φ · 
x] | 
φ| d| 
φ| dχ. (A5)
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Changing the coordinate | 
φ| = ν + θl yields

E(
x) ∝
∫ π

−π

∫ ∞

−θl

exp

[
− ν2

�θl
2

]
exp[ik(ν + θl) r cos χ ]

×(ν + θl)dνdχ. (A6)

From Eq. (A2) one can replace the lower limit of the ν integral
to −∞. Considering that the ν integral comes from a region
much smaller than θ l, the integral over ν can be performed
assuming that the first term is a Dirac delta function with the
simple result

E(
x) ∝ ≈
∫ π

−π

exp[ikθl r cos χ ] dχ ∝ J0(krθl), (A7)

where J0 is a Bessel function of the first kind.
The RMS value, �, of the central peak in the spatial dis-

tribution of |E(
x)|2 is

� ≈ 1

kθl

= λ

2πθl

≈ λ

4π
√

Nσ ′ ≈ σ

2
√

N
, (A8)

where σ is the RMS size of the forward radiation, and we
have assumed σ × σ ′ ≈ λ/2π .20
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